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ABSTMCT, In this paper, the phenomenon of therapist stuckness 
is addressed and related to the ex erience of hypnotic induction. P A ease example illustrates how ef orts were made through the su- 
pewision process to counter-induce the therapist. Robotization 
(Schwartz, Liddle, and Breunlin, 1988) ji.e., supervisee responding 
to exact requests of the supemision ream), was necessary while the 
therapist was mastering a very complex and difficulr skill in the 
therapy context - that of changing from traditional therapeutic con- 
versatlron to social conversation, Altering the conversation of ther- 
apy resulted in empowering the client to the point that she could 
"fire the therapists9' 

While the rberapist9sjjob is to induce in the client an alternative 
and enabling view of what's needed to get past a problem, the 
client's job i s  to induce in the therapist an appreciation of the 
diffieulp of the problem, Bemeen the Wo theram rakes 
place. 

-Something Erikson 
might have said. 
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""HOW do T get therapy going again?" k ~safien the covert i f  not 
overt question of the stuck supervisee at the onset of supewislon, 
This symptom of '%stuckness" experienced by therapists has been 
likened to "bynotic induction""Protinskq., 1996; Simon, 1985). As 
a symptom, L 6 ~ t ~ c k n e s s "  is created and maintained '%y interper- 
sonal patterns that surround it. That is, symptoms are anchored in 
redundant sequences of behavior that occtlr bemeen people" (Pro- 
tins@, 1986, p.174). 

iln therapy, when families present their description of a problem 
in a redundar~t and unrelenting manner, i t  can resemble traditionai 
methods of inducing a trance, For example, when a family presents 
a constraining belief about a problem, a therapist rnay be invited or 
induced to adopt a similar belief about the problem. Conversely, a 
family that presents with redundant silence may induce a therapist 
to nan-action. Classical hypnosis involves arresting attention, hold- 
ing focus and pragressiveiy and repetitively introducing suggestion 
(Hull, 19611, The therapeutic premise that constraining beliefs can 
he altered through the course of a therapeuric conversation, which 
may have been counter-inductive at the start, now becomes less 
accessible in the face of powerful hypnotic family dynamics. 

Just as a client" constraining "aliefs about a problem (09Hanlcrn 
& Wllkl 19137; Watzlawick, Weakland & Fisch, 1974; Wright & 
Simpson, 1989) restrict solution, so too can supervisee9s beliefs 
about a particular client restrict therapeutic solutions. This does not 
preclude that a particular therapist may have very facilitative beliefs 
startirag an interview, but often these beliefs arc neutralized throrlgh 
the course of interaction with clients. In fact when working with 
particularly challenging ciients, therapists9 beliefs about what basic 
skills constitute family therapy rnay also contribute to induction. 

SUPPORTIArG PREMISES 
TlU T FAVOR EiVTMNCEMEErci'F 

There appear to br: a few treacherous premises that foster "hrnduc- 
tions" of supewisees. One is the curse of he!pfidlae.~s! Most mental 
health practitioners seem to be horn with this L"genetic9hneed. Thii, 
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predisposition leads to the tenderly to objecti@ clients (White, 
1986). Clients are viewed and treated as prcrblerns and/or conditions 
rarher than persons who expela'ence problems and/or conditions. 

'The handmaiden of helpfulness is ueenr;y, This second treacher- 
ous pren~ise can Lead therapists to rush to judgments and/or actions 
which further solidify the "keipfulne~s'~ trait, Urgenq quickly 
strips therapists sf their therapeutic rnaneuverabiliry and leaves 
them techmicatiy impoverished and without a viable hypothesis. 

A third subtle but equally taeaeherous premise is the reliance 
upon ""serapist questions" as asthe right and proper means of bring- 
ing Porrh clients-eliefs and premises (Wright, in press), If the 
therapeuti~conversarion is not progressing, then the constraining 
belicf of the therapist is that by simply re-directing or asking new, 
irnagii~ative assessment and intementive questions, that once again 
therapy will be effective. 

IhfPLIGja TI8NS FOR THE SUPER VISION PROCESS 

One of the goals of supewision is to not only participate in the 
process of assisting clients to alter their view of the presenting prob- 
lem but also to alter the sanpervisee's view. Supervision is an en- 
abling exercire alrned at shifting the therapist's notions about what 
tiley beiieve about what they are obqe~iing. If sueeessfu!, a super- 
vlsec leaves w i t h  fresh view of the problem because of new dis- 
tinct~sns upon which to build further therapeutic distinctions, When 
thc experience of therapy becomes stalemated, the supewisee re- 
qucsrs assisrar~ce in redeveloping a context of change and a situation 
oi  movement, hope and empowerment. This requires challenging 
thc ""treacherous" premises, 

For example, ii may be necessay lo challenge the tyranny sf the 
cor~ventior~ai belief about helpfulness. When the drive to be helpful 
i ioei not tn fact produce help, son~erhing different must be tried. 
One therapeutic rechniqsie that we have found particularly ""help- 
ful" 15 consctentznus time ~tpl~lrsl iy: ,  The execlition of this clinical 
skill requires enacting social conversation rather than traditional 
therapeutic conversatio17i, I t  require\ the therapist lo talk and involve 
oneself with the cllerlr in exciting and enjoyable conversational 
ways, The therapist moves from the posture of predominantly a 



questioneriintewiewer to one of storyteller and/or informer, More 
encouragement also needs to be given to supewisees to i nv i t e  ques- 
tions from clients as a further means of accessing family members' 
beliefs, assumptions and premises (Wright, in press). 

Secondly, the temptation of urgenq must be embraced as the 
bane to effective therapy. Supewlsees need to be encouraged to ask 
a question more rhan once and then mula over their clients" re- 
sponses as a way of heIping themselves to slow down. While effec- 
tive inter~entive questions (Tomm, 1988) can go to the heart of the 
mafker, there are many things one can learn withour recourse to 
clinical in"rrmgation alone. As with the first suggestion above, 
evaluation and knowledge can be gained Prom any type of converra- 
lion, More importantly, it can also invite the disclosure and sharing 
of positive emotions rather rhan only those that are trotibllng or 
problematic. One example is the outcome of an intewiew with a 
depressed shty-five. year old man who claimed Fie became "worth- 
less" upon retirement, During the interview, it was discovered ihat 
both the therapist and the client liked the sport of Ryf;?shing. As the 
client's wife watched with increasing mirth, the therapist and client 
enjoyed an exciting exchange of stories and lies about fishing. This 
conversation invited energy and enthusiasm in the client where 
there had previously only been depression. 

Treacherous conventional beliefs and premiseskften lurk a t t h e  
edge of the therapeutic encounter, i.e,, that we should be helpful, 
ihat we should be brieUfocused and that questions are the means for 
such, Therefore, i t  is useful for the supewisor to be ready when and 
if these treacherous beliefs arise. 

A tkiry-two year old single parent mather of two children pre- 
sented for therapy, The client did not seem to be asking for any 
ipecific change for herself but rather she described at length how 
she has been used and abused by everyone in her life; her ex-hus- 
band and his new wife; the legal system (with whom she had been 
in conflict for the eight years since her divorce), her children, and 



rhe social welfare system (which was financially supporting her and 
her children), By the third session, the therapist was concerned 
about the lack of progress in rherapy, it appeared that her client had 
a lifesvle (White, 1985) of contradiction, i.e., presenting problems 
wniild be minimized, the focus would shift and complaints about 
things at all levels would escalate, 

Supervision Request 

The supcn~isee requested assistance to obtain a focus for therapy 
and assistance with the method and mode of enquiry. When the 
supervisee had attempted to become more specific and foctrs on a 
particular compl""nt, the ciienr would conrradicr herself, become 
more agitated and escalated her criticisms and complaints about 
others in her life- The supewisee described that in the therapy r m m  
a31 direction, goals and leadership seemed to evaporate. The super- 
visee's specific request was to "get her out of this non-productive 
state.'" 

Supemisim Response 

The supervision team suggested that it was ""a if" the supel-vlsee 
was in a trance; immobilized by the reIsntess litany sf complaints 
and minimal responses to therapiletic enquirgi. Initial suggestions 
from the supervision team were to have the supervlsee present to the 
client that she was ovew-helmed by her problems and in need of 
direction from her. The hope was that the client would provide 
more clarity and focus by offering the opportuniiy -for hex to state 
the direction of therapy, This would be in contrast to other areas of 
this client's life where she was not experiencing being a ""direc- 
lor." Unhrtunately, this supewislon suggestion was ineffectual 
and rhc complaints and contradictions continued unabated, From 
behind the mirror, it was the supen~ision team's perspective that the 
supewisec was again inducted. 

Ixl an effort to alter this pattern of interaction bemeen the client 
and the therapist, the supervision team phoned in with a very direct 
""rubntization" (Sehwartz, Liddle, and Breunlin, 1988) form sf 
suggestion. Wiihout explanation, the siager~lsee was requested to 
wait a rnlrlute or two and then inierrupt the client's sedlmplainlng 
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statements and exclaim enthusiastically that her baby had Just 
kicked (the supewisee was seven months pregnant) and then pro- 
ceed lo speak at length about the pregnancy and herself, 

The supervisee, although uncomfortable with a seemingly non- 
therapeutic directive, proceeded to engage the ciienb in social con- 
versation for the next t.;venty minutes, The client and therapisr dis- 
cussed Mrs, bin's previous experiences in pregnancy, childbirth and 
parenting in an animated and non-complaining manner, 

During the intersession discussion witha the supervisee, the super- 
vision team explained the goal of "wasting time conscientiously." 
Mrs. M, seemed to know only one mode of talking to people- 
complaining, This mode prevented lforrnulation of a problem 
QDeShazer, 1988). Xn the last half hour of the session, however, the 
client had a different experience moving from complaining and con- 
tradiction to social canversation. Xn this instance, soclail conversa- 
tion was utilized to "waste time conscienliously," %?hat was most 
fascinating, was that the client made no attempt to take the focu:, 
back lo herself, nor complain or contradict, 

The session ended with no further appointment scheduled, The 
supervision team suggested that perhaps this client had never been a 
customer but rather was always a visitor in therapy (Berg, 198"). 
The supervision team" conclusion was that Mrs. M. has had a suc- 
cessful ""career" (White, 1986) in escaping the mental health sys- 
tem and that she should continue 20 escape the mental health sys- 
tern. 

The team discussed haw ts termillate therapy in a way that woi~ld 
empower the client as well as give her an alternate view to her 
problems, The supen1isee arranged for a final session with her cli- 
ent and in that session the following opinion was offered: ""Mrs, 
M., as X see things, you have had a very frustrating ""career" of 
dealing with the court system and with the welfare system. I believe 
rhat if you become involved with the mental health system, 
you will have as frustrating a time with us as you had with the 
others, I can't help you with the legal system or the welfare system, 
even though I can see rhat you have been dealt dirt in your l i f e  by 
them and by others, However, X do not helicve you will fare any 
better with the mentat health system, and my advice to you is - stay 
away.. I fear we would make roo big an issue out of things which 
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you do not think are all that important, or roo small an issue out of 
rhingt which you feel are important, Therefore, I betieve you would 
feel as misunderstood as you have with the legal system and the 
welfare system, X do not see you as a customer of therapy, and think 
i t  would be a xnistake to try to make you one. Therefore, my one 
piece of advice to you is that you should consider firing me," 

The client responded without contradiction saying Ifidr, ""well, I 
have known i t  all along. There really is no one I can count on but 
my.ieif; it" sup to me." The dient further concfuded that she would 
just have to decide for herself how she was going to handle things in 
her life. The supewlsee agreed with this and terminated therapy, 
letting the client know she could always call again, if she felt it was 
necessary. 

Therapy became effective again when the usual style of therapeu- 
tic conversation was discarded and replaced by social conversation, 
This created discord for the supeavisee, but not for the client, She 
was not hound by the context of therapy, The team ""released" the 
supewisce from induction and offered ""therapeutic robotization" 
as counter-induction, By explicitly ifollowlng supervisory direc- 
tives, the supewisee was once again directing therapy wibl-nout de- 
mancling the client be different or inaplying that the client was rssis- 
rant or pathological, which she was not, It was affirming to the 
supcrviree to be reminded that sometimes the direction of therapy is 
to end therapy and to find a way to do this that empowers the client. 

Slzpenluion learn 's obren~atiorzsicomment~s . The pwessure for 
rheraperitic conversati'on and i t s  underlying treacherous premises of 
helpfulness, urgency and interrogative enquiry had induced the su- 
pemiser, Counter-induction consisted of introducing social corrver- 
sarion through the supewisory process of robottzatian and in so 
domg opened space for new ways to view and participate with this 
client, The s~lpervlsee was able to move from her stuck position lo 
an adventuresome and respectftlf position by changing her belief 
about her client, This was made possible by her abiiliy to trust he1 
supervision team and implement directives from us at a time when 
the therapeuiic situation warranted immcdidte action (Liddle &i 
Schwarrz, 1983). Normally, our supavision team was much less 
Iaicrarchal, Generally, we would ask each other such questions as 

4 9 9  "Uihar would you think about doing . . . ? However, i t  was neces- 



s a y  in this situation that our experienced supewisee was able to 
enter into robotization and Gary  out very complex directives given 
on the phone-ins (Wright, l"386). Madarzes (l"3883 has suggested 
that directives bring the mast dramatic changes when clients are 
asked to do what appears abstird or ridiculous. i n  this case exampis, 
it was the therapist who felt "&surd and uncomfortable" but fol- 
lolving the directives sf her learn she was able to bring about dra- 
matic change and empowerment in both herself and her client, The 
therapist was able 10 counter-induce her client by giving her a vote 
of confidence that she did not need the mental health. system. This 
alternate belief enabled the client to rerpond in a positive, affirming 
manner about herself. The isomorphic nature of the supewision 
process requires that many sysrerns levels be addressed simultane- 
ously (Wright & Coppersmith, 1983), 

The rationale for these series of internenlions with this client 
were discussed with the therapist. However, we concur with Haley 
(1988) that i t  is not nscessaxy la discuss with the client the ""ma- 
chinery of therapy" ((p, 365)" In our case example, we did encour- 
age the therapist to share the rationale for having the elier~t "fire the 
rkerapisr,'TThls was done in an effort to empower the client as well 
as to avoid any posslhiii~ that the client nligh? feel  rejected by the 
therapist initiating termination. The last thing this client nceded xa, 
to feel rejected by another professional system. And i t  was also the 
Last thlrmg she nceded to becorne involved and potentially embroiled 
with another larger system, She had enough in managing the legal 
and welfare systems, Upon reflection, one of the most difficult 
tasks for OUT supewisee was to shift from participating in a thera- 
peutic conversatisn to inviting a social conversarion, However, this 
proved to be the turning point in rhe therapist's relationship with the 
client, Another descriphhn of this client was drawn forth through 
social conversation which enabled all of us to alter our bclicfs about 
this cjlent's ability to manage her diCficuXlies, 

Paramoiinr to intewenlng in this way is appreciating that there are 
""cstomers" and ""visitors" in therapy (De Shazer, 1988; Berg, 
1989). "Customers" are clients with specifieci problems or corn- 



piajnts that ser the course therapy will follow with their therapist. 
The clients9 and the therapists9 eneau  i s  rnurualized in the pursuit 
06 the problem, With customers, solrirlons are explored, imple- 
mented and re-qcled, session lo session, Outcome Is generally well 
specified with both therapist and client knowing what they're work- 
ing ors and generally what will constitute progress. 

"Visitors," are vftcn sent by someone else or are only casually 
invested in the process, i f  at ail. With visitors, it seems best to 
discuss their resources, capaclw and potential in an appreciative or 
csmp'lirnentay fashion; and the ways they've managed to stand up 
to the problem as weit as they have (White, 6986). Tt seems that 
therapist ""lnducLion" i s  a product of treating visitors like cus- 
tomers. li is important to continuously make distinctions beween 
the two as customers and vislfors should be approached and treated 
quite differently in the therapeutic process, 

Family therapy supervision is sllmulailrag and challenging. If live 
supemision i s  the: mode of skill dzvelopment, it becomes an excit- 
ing and entertaining way to spend one" time (Madanes, 1988)- 
Further, if one is forttanate enough to have a combination of a corn- 
patiblr: and creative sarpewision team; a competent and trusting su- 
pewisee; and a client who can induce professionals to believing she 
docs112 rced them, then i t% pure enjoyment, TI-its article described 
such an experience. 
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